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Featured in Nature Photonics, I originally promoted the idea of fabricating a new class of light-
actuated microstructures via two-photon polymerization and pioneered their use for so-called Light 
Robotics. A strong scientific desire is to be able to combine advanced topology optimisation, micro-
fabrication, surface functionalization and spatio-temporal light manipulation to demonstrate the 
structure-mediated micro-to-nano coupling paradigm for controlled operation of robotic tools 
overcoming the diffraction limit while still being optically manoeuvrable and observable. 3D 
printing based on two-photon fabrication can already today create intricate features merged into 
larger structures that, in turn, are steerable by dynamic light trapping beams. Applying multiple 
independently controllable laser beam traps on these structures can enable real-time light-driven 
microrobotics with six degrees of freedom. This is already today pointing to new great discoveries 
by using calibrated steering of optimally shaped and functionalized tools at microscopic levels and 
in full 3D – an amazing toolbox that is only just emerging with a ground breaking potential. 

 
 
An exciting future aim is to take our current international edge in light-driven micro-robotics and 
bring on the highly interdisciplinary challenge of pushing it to completely novel and unexplored 
applications in micro-gravity environments. Basically, this idea has been triggered by two 
independent ‘events’ and is still in its early infancy planning wise. The first trigger was the prestigious 
invitation I received from a group of US-scientists incl. a NASA-scientist to take part in the first OSA 
incubator meeting on exploring new means of promoting in-space propulsion by radiation pressure 
(solar or laser-based). The other trigger was generated by a recent issue of Nature Materials with a 
cover-page feature on “Sailing to Space” describing various means of in-space propulsion and the 
disruptive nano-photonics materials and various optimisations required - a key example being the 
Breakthrough Starshot initiative funded by billionaire Y. Milner (a laser-driven nano-thin light sail). 
 

    



 

 
 

The concept of light sailing sounds almost futuristic but it has in fact already been successfully 
implemented by the IKAROS light sail mission launched by JAXA in Japan almost a decade ago 
while the Planetary Society plans to send its second light sail in orbit around Earth later in 2018. The 
highest velocity of the IKAROS light sail could reach a modest 400 m/s which is for comparison 
around five orders of magnitude less than the 0.2c (20% speed of light) that the Starshot light sail is 
designed to reach propelled by a phased-array of high-power lasers. US-scientists  are outlining the 
nano-photonics material properties that the Starshot light sail should possess to attain a variety of 
design-criteria including ultra-high reflectivity, large bandwidth  (due to the Doppler shift at 0.2c) 
and low mass density necessary for a light sail to reach such velocities. Other challenges that one is 
facing include the interaction of the light sail with interstellar dust as well as building a small but 
powerful enough transmitter to send data back to Earth. Moreover, in-space enabled 3D-printing is 
another key discipline being eagerly explored by NASA, ESA, JAXA and other space agencies and 
companies since it allows for the quick fabrication of small amounts of customized parts. Currently, 
polymers can be 3D-printed at the International Space Station and metals will apparently follow soon. 
The bigger goal is making sustainable missions where the ability to repair and recycle in space will 
not only improve equipment lifetime but also reduce the use of material and ESA has recently even 
shown that e.g. planet soil can be used as the primary material in 3D-printing by using focused 
sunlight. So the use of light (solar or laser or both) is key for not only future in-space propulsion, 
actuation and control but also for “on-site” additive manufacturing.     
Light Robotics and its associated Light Sculpting (for printing, driving, actuating and propelling 3D-
photonics optimised structures) are currently the two main R&D-legs that I am aiming at harnessing 
mostly for contemporary nano-biophotonics applications. The idea of taking this cutting-edge Light 
Robotics toolbox that we have originally developed in Denmark into a completely new in-space 
exploration will soon be set and ready for the next ‘scientific launch-pad’.   
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